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Abstract 

DiVA, Academic Archive On-line, is a website which can provide the information from 

the most academic publications of Swedish Universities. The information includes the 

title, author, publication data, and so on. The aim of this project is to design a tool to 

visualize the co-authorship publication network and be able to transform the data into a 

more readable form. 

For parsing and visualizing data, the tool adopts the “InforVis Reference” model. 

Here a set of interaction and visualization technologies are adopted, so that it can create 

view base on user’s query with increasing the usability. In this thesis, we present a “use 

case” by applying our tool to visualize a part of articles published at Linnaeus 

University and to illustrate the capability and functions of the tool. 

The tool can also provide user a comfortable operating environment with a quick 

searching speed and high efficiency; it can be used anywhere, if internet is available. 
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1. Introduction  

With technological development, the data sets that people get access is becoming larger 

and larger, so transforming the data into information and make them useful for people is 

urgent and important. This thesis introduces an example of implementing a visualization 

approach to help user get useful information from the Academic Achieve-DiVA. 

DiVA is an institutional repository for research publications and student thesis written 

at 28 universities and colleges of higher education (from 2006 till now) in Sweden. It is a 

powerful publication searching engine that can offer a data file by user’s query. In this 

chapter we will introduce the motivation and objective of this project. 

1.1 Motivation 

As we mentioned above, DiVA can provide different kinds of files (CSV, RSS, Atom, 

HTML-div, etc) according to user’s query. We select CSV file, because it contains the 

richest information of publications like title, author, and publication type, etc. But there 

are two main problems:  

 CSV file contains lots of information people do not concern about like publication 

ID.  

 The searching is inconvenient, because the user has to enter information for 

accurate searching and could not see the comparison between different objects 

directly. 

 
Figure 1.1: Part of CVS which offered by Diva 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Create link feeds in DiVA [1] 
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As shown in Figure 1.2, the user has to input some keywords in DiVA’s “Create link 

feeds” and get the download link which can download a CSV file (if CSV is selected in 

“Format”). Otherwise, Växjö University changed its name into Linnaeus University two 

years ago, and in DiVA, these two “different” universities exist at the same time, but 

user can just select one of them each time. The problem is that if an author worked in 

Växjö University before and is working in Linnaeus University now, and a user wants to 

search this author’s publications, he can just search the publications which are finished 

in the period of Växjö or the period of Linnaeus separately. The user can not search the 

publications in both of the two periods at one time. Our project will solve this problem 

by changing the link which is used to connect to DiVA, see section 5.2.1.  

1.2 Goal 

Every author may have one or several publications; every publication may have one or 

several authors; each author may also have co-authors. The goal of this thesis is to 

implement an interactive widget for visualization of all these relationships in LNU 

University’s publication network. The result is a widget tool which will be opened on 

web browsers that can automatically connect with DiVA, extract and parse data 

according users’ need, at last visualize an appropriate and understandable form of the 

whole data set. Then the user can query and search the information which they concern by 

entering the key words in the “TextArea” of the interface, or directly operate the view by 

dragging, click and so on. When user click one publication, the publication and its authors 

will be highlighted, at the same time the information of this publication will be shown in 

a “TextArea”; when user click one author, his or her publications and co-authors will be 

highlighted, and the information of this author will be shown in “TextArea”, too. And 

finally, users can have further selections.  

1.3 Objective 

The solution for LUN’s publication network visualization supports a user in doing a high 

efficiency searching. Its development was driven by the following criteria. 

 Usability 

The program has a good GUI providing functions of searching, querying. Users can 

accurately find the information they want by directly operating on the visualization view 

or entering key words and doing selection in control panel, and at last getting results in 

forms of words and graphs, so that the user can interact with the program easily.  

 Simplicity and efficiency 

The code and operation is not complex, so that it can save time and computational power. 

The code should be readable for other programmers and users even know nothing about 

computer technology can use it without much help. 

1.4 Used programming environment  

In this project we use Java and Processing to implement it.  

 Java is a popular Object-oriented programming language, free and open source.   

 Processing is based on Java, designed by Caseey Reas and Ben Fry. It is “an open 

source programming language and environment for people who want to create 
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images, animations, and interactions.”[2] 

1.5 Structure of the thesis 

This thesis is about the visualization of LNU’s public network, it contains three chapters: 

The theoretical part (chapter 2) introduces the InfoVis Reference method and related 

work. The second is the practical part. It introduces how we design the whole final plane, 

what problems we met and how did we solve them, and explains the detail of those 

functions and codes (chapter 3, 4, 5). The third part (chapter 6) is the conclusion and 

future work. 
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2. Theoratical Background 

“Visualization is more than a method of computing! It is a process of transforming 

information into a visual form enabling the viewer to observe, browse, make sense, and 

understand the information. It typically employs computers to process the information 

and computer screens to view it using methods of interactive graphics, imaging, and 

visual design. It relies on the visual system to perceive and process the information.                     

Visualization is more than pretty pictures. This is not to lessen the importance of visual 

aesthetics. The latter is quite important in making the user like to look at the information. 

However, the beauty of an effective visualization is more than skin deep.”[14] 

2.1 InfoVis reference model 

The InfoVis reference model is a kind of visualization model. It is a process of 

transforming information from raw date to view. “Reference model for visualization. 

Visualization can be described as the mapping of data to visual form that supports 

human interaction in a workspace for visual sense making.” [4] 

 

 

 

 

                                   Data Transformations 

 

 

    

                                   Visual Mapping 

 

 

 

                                   Visual Transformation 

              

 

 

Figure 2.1: InfoVis Reference Model 

 Raw Data 

The Raw data or called specific idiosyncratic formats, collected from the daily life or 

researches, and not yet organized into a form in which it can be easily used or understood. 

 Data Table 

“relations (cases by variables) + metadata”[4] “A data table is a visual instrument 

comprised of labeled columns and rows, used to arrange information contained in a 

computer's database. It may serve to organize disparate data, as well as to permit data to 

be easily manipulated and analyzed.”[13] 

 Visual Mapping 

“A mapping is more effective than another, if it is faster to interpret, can convey more 

distinctions, or leads to fewer errors.”[4] In this process, the data table will be parsed and 

Raw Date 

Visual structures 

Views 

Data Table 
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useful information will be filtered out and stored. 

 Visual Structures 

“spatial substrates + visual elements + graphical properties.”[4] It is a structure suitable 

for visual features, to represent data by image to make it vivid and more understandable 

and impressive. 

 Views 

“graphical parameters (scaling, zooming, clipping, …)”[4] 

2.2 Related work 

 

Figure 2.2: Co-author space of highly productive, cited or co-authoring authors. 

(Taken from [6]) 

 

As shown in Figure 2.2, Weimao. Keet al. [6] introduce this tool to visualize a co-author 

network for authors who published no less than 10 papers or got cited no less than 50 

times or have no less than 20 occurrences of co-authorship with other authors.  

In this view, size of node represents the number of articles, larger the size more 

articles the author has. The color represents number of citation, warmer the color is, 

more citations the author has. Lines are being used to connect author with his co-author. 

And the line’s width represents the number of times co-authored. 

This view can clearly show the comparison about who has more articles or more 

citations, and can also show the strength of the relationship between author and 

co-author. But when we want to absorb this method for our task, there are some 

problems exist. 

 Since the authors scattering on the canvas without discipline, it may take a bit long 

time to find a certain author. 

 Users know line width represent number of co-authors and node size represent 

number of papers, but the user needs a criterion to tell them how width or how large 
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the size means to how many.  

   

 

Figure 2.3 A 380-article PFNET of a document co-citation network, containing 523 

links (node/link ratio 0.73). The entry threshold is 12 or more citations for each article. 

(Taken from [8]) 

 

As shown in Figure 2.3, Chaomei Chen and Steven Morris compare the visualizations 

of co-citation networks of scientific publications derived by minimum spanning trees 

(MSTs) and Pathfinder networks (PFNETS) [8], so they give such an example. It is a 

380 node PFNET of author co-citation network, containing 525 links. It used direct 

co-citation counts as link weights. Nodes represent articles, lines connect to them means 

they have co-citation relationship.  We can see the nodes in the centers of the clusters, 

means they have lots of co-citations. Meet first citation will lead to meet higher and 

broader range of network. The relationship between publications shown clear, people 

can see which one is citied most times and which two publications related to each other, 

but a low node/link ratio (0.73) means that this PFNET has lots of links, so it will lose 

the advantage of a Pathfinder network as the PFNET drifts too far from a tree structure. 
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Figure 2.4 Visualization of an individual’s co-authorship network using 

InterRing Visualizer (Taken from [9]) 

 

Figure 2.5 The textual window (Taken from [9]) 

 

Figure 2.4 and 2.5 show the analysis result of a professor for his co-authoring 

relationship with other 22 researchers during the past 10 years.[9] The size of a sector 

represents the strength of co-author relationship. Different colors are used to represent 

different co-authors. The open textual windows display the detail of joint publications of 

two co-authors of an interested sector clicked by the user. 

   The visualization clearly tells users that this professor has cooperated with what 

author in which academic year in projects and publications. By analyzing the 

professor’s co-authors’ specialties, users can predict the movement of this author’s 
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knowledge domain. 

   But the user can not see how much proportion one relationship occupied in all the 

co-author relationships. If users want to know who is the most activity co-author, they 

need to open a large amount of text windows of different co-authors, and then compare 

them. Another problem is that if an author has too many co-authors, the colors which 

are used to distinguish them may be not enough. Like Figure 2.6, the user may be 

confused because some colors are very similar and hard to distinct.  

 

    

                    

 

Figure 2.6 NodeTrix Representation of the largest component of the InfoVis 

Co-authorship Network (Taken from [10]) 

 

Figure 2.6 shows a visualization called NodeTrix which integrates the best of the two 

traditional network representations by using node-link diagrams to visualize the overall 

structure of the network, within which adjacency matrices show communities.[10] 

 

In the matrix, authors are arranged at four edges, like the upper sub-figure of Figure 2.8. 

If tow authors have co-author relationship, the node which corresponds to them will be 

highlight in blue color. Users can split one author or an aggregation of authors out of the 

main matrix, by dragging it or them to another position then release. Even the two 
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different matrixes can have connections represented by links (lines). In order to show 

more details to users in the main view, researcher could use color, transparency, shape 

size, filled area of the shape, border color, width, and labels to represent for example the 

strength of the co-relationship, domain of the publication, department of authors and so 

on.   

   This method is powerful and efficient to display most of the relationships and 

attributes. But we will still mention some small drawbacks: 

 It is hard to show the type of the publications, because the publications between two 

authors can involve in many domains. If users want to know some details of 

publications they have to open a text window by some methods (like double clicking 

nodes), then do further selection. It is a little complex.  

 Imagine a large matrix includes 300 authors. User will find sometimes it is easy to 

get confused to find a node, because it needs to find the corresponding two authors 

form lots of authors. 
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3 Visualization Approach 

This chapter includes the working flow of the program, the two designs of views and 

the reason of our selection, then explaining how we arrange every article’s position and 

the solution of decrease overlap. At last, introducing the user interface and its 

functionality. 

3.1 Visualization 

As the statement in chapter 1, our objective is to implement a visualization view for 

LNU’s network publications. It connects with DIVA, downloads and transforms the data 

into readable form. This part indicates the idea of the visualization approach. 

 

 

 

                                 DiVA offers data. 

 

 

                                                         Query 

                                       Parsing (Data transformation) 

 

                                                               Program 

                                       Visual Mapping 

 

 

     

                                      Visual transformation 

 

    Interaction 

          

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: The working flow chart of program 

 

1. The program will first connect with DiVA. 

2. Program sends the user’s “Query” to DiVA. 

3. DiVA offers dataset base on the “Query”. 

4. Program gets the dataset then parses and transforms them into a special “Data        

Structures”. The interaction in this part is brushing   

5. Program transforms data structure into visual structure.  

6. Program transforms visual structure into view. The interaction in this part is “zoom”, 

“scrolling” and “spring”. 

7. If user has new query, the program can sent new query to DiVA, and take new dataset 

for visualizing.  

DiVA 

Data Structures 

Data 

Visual 

Structures 

Views 

User 
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3.1.1 Our two plans  

After reference others’ solutions and related material, we came up with our two designs. 

The following content explains both showing advantages and disadvantages. 

 Design 1: 

 

 

Figure 3.2 

 

In this design, the structural drawing is shown as Figure 3.2. Dots (large one) 

represent articles, and different colors mean different types of articles. Small black dots 

represent authors. The lines which connect author with articles represent the relationship 

between them. When user wants to know the productions of one person, he or she can 

input the person’s name in the message box on the right side, so all the publications of 

this author will be highlighted. And it is the same when user inputs the article’s title. 

When user clicks the colorful button on the right side, he/she can choose to see specific 

sorts of articles, for example, if user wants to see thesis, he/she can click red button. All 

theses and the related people will be highlighted, while other rectangles and dots will 

disappear.  

If a user wants to see the details, he/she clicks the small group in the browser directly, 

and will see the content of the articles, authors and supervisors of it which will all be 

shown in another window. 

 

 Design 2: 

 

Figure 3.3 

 

The structural drawing is shown in Figure 3.3. Author nodes are placed in circular 
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layout. Authors are represented by small black dots scattered at the outmost layer, and 

articles are represented by small circle in the center. Red circle represents theses; Pink 

circle represents books; Blue one represents magazines, and so on. We decide to use 

different colors to show different types of the publications, because special colors stand 

out their graphical environment (without any search efforts).  

The black lines are used to connect the author and article, and the red lines are used 

to connect the supervisor and article. “Connectedness is a powerful grouping principle 

that is stronger than proximity, color, size, or shape.”[5]  

Usability: if you click an author’s name, the corresponding dots, the relevant article and 

the line will be highlighted. If you click the article, the authors and the supervisors of this 

article will all be highlighted. When the mouse pointer moves to the circle, the title of 

article will be displayed. You can also press and drag it, the line connected to it will go 

with it, but the dots will not move, so you can see the structure more clearly. When you 

double click the article, a direct link for the whole article will be offered. Additional, for 

improving the effect of visualization and dynamic, the lines are retractable just like a 

spring.  

 

Comparison: The redundancy exists in Design 1, because one author may have several 

articles, so lots of authors will be repeated several times. But Design 2 does not have the 

problem of redundancy. So, we decide to implement this one. After improvement of the 

second plan, we developed a more mature plan, see Figure 3.4. 

   In the main view, the meaning of the circles and dots are marked at the top left corner. 

The circles which are surrounded by dots are publications, and dots represent authors. 

Authors’ names are ranged at the outmost layer. Lines are drawn to connect the 

publications and there authors. 

   The Control Panel contains three tabbed panes; they are “Query”, “Search” and 

“Result” panels. “Query” is used to query publications or authors according to user’s 

requirement; “Search” is used to search publications or authors in the main view. “Result” 

is used to show the outcomes in message box, users can also operate in “Result” panel to 

do further selection. 

 
Figure 3.4 Overview                                  
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3.1.2 Spatial positioning of articles 

As we said in chapter 2, we use different colors to represent different types of 

publications that scatter in each other’s area. The larger the numbers of publications, the 

larger the area are occupied by the type, see Figure 3.5: 

 

Figure 3.5 Publication distribution 

 

Red region is student thesis; green region is PHD thesis; yellow region is conference 

paper; blue region is another type includes book, magazine, test report and so on. 

We want to create the positions of the publication circles randomly. Because, if we 

fix the positions, the hole view will be dull.  

x[i]=x+levellength*sin(anglesmall)  

y[i]=y-levellength*cos(anglesmall)
 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6 publication circle schematic 

 

See the formulas: “x[i]” and “y[i]” are the coordinates of publication circle. In order to 

create a random position in the big circle we need first create a random angle called 

“anglesmall” and a random length called “levellength”. “x” and “y” are center 
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coordinates of the big circle, as shown in Figure 3.6.   

How can we determine the upper limit and lower limit of the angle? We firstly use 

2*PI to divide the total number of publications and store the value in “A”. Then let “A” 

multiple the number of publication of each type to know how many angle each type will 

occupy in a round area. For instance, the lower limit of the red region is 0; the upper 

limit equals to the number of student thesis divide number of all publications and then 

multiple 2PI. The lower limit of the green region is the up limit of red region. The upper 

limit of green one is lower limit plus the angle the green area occupies. “levellength” is 

also a random integer value, the interval of the value is signed in Figure 3.5. 

 

Figure 3.7 Dense of distribution of publications 

 

We can see from Figure 3.7: even though the positions of these points are produced 

with the same probability, the density of distribution is different. The density of 

distribution which is closer to the center of the big circle is denser than which is farther. 

If we split the big circle evenly into 3 parts according to its radius, we can get the area 

rate is 1:3:5. In order to make the dense equivalent at the three layers, we need to put 

one ninth of the publications in innermost layer, put three ninths of publications in 

middle layer, put five ninths of publications in outermost layer, see Figure 3.8. 

 

Figure 3.8 Layers 

 

Problem: Here, the one big problem we meet is overlap. The reader of this thesis can 

imagine that lots of points are produced randomly, so it is inevitable to get some points 

close to each other. Take these points as centers of circles, will lead some circles to be 

covered by others. 

5 

3 

1 
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Solution 1: We can compare the position of current publication circle to the positions of 

the publication circles that are produced earlier. If current circle overlaps with one of 

them, drop this position and produce a new one, then compare them again. Repeat the 

same process over and over until the current circle does not overlap with any other 

circles, and also repeat this process until producing all coordinates of publication 

circles.  

Advantage: It will totally solve the problem of overlap. 

Disadvantage: Consumes a lot of computational power. 

 

Solution 2: Use zoom-in, zoom-out and spring effect to avoid this problem. 

Zoom-out makes canvas smaller which means the random number will in a smaller 

range. It will increase the probability of overlap, but zoom-in will decrease the 

probability. See Figure 3.9 

 

Zoom out                         Zoom in 

Figure 3.9 zoom-in and zoom-out 

 

Using spring effect can make people drag the circles and avoid overlap. The circles 

which are covered will stand out. See Figure 3.10 

Advantage: It can temperately solve the problem of overlap. 

Disadvantage: Because the circle will move like a spring. It will at last stop at the 

original place and cover other circles. So the problem is not a fundamental solu

 

Figure 3.10 Spring effect 
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After comparing these two solutions, we think that the second on is more suitable for 

our design.  

3.1.3 Determine coordinates of authors 

We want to arrange the dots (represent authors) to circle around publications. The easiest 

way is using “translate()” and “rotate()” function. “translate()” function is used 

to move the origin to a point we set, so it equals to move canvas. “rotate()” function can 

rotate canvas in any angle you set. See Figure 3.11, by translating the position, we can 

move the dot to another place of the canvas; by rotating the canvas at PI angle, we make 

the dots arrange evenly on the half-circle.    

 

Figure 3.11 Function of “translate()” and “rotate()” 

3.2 User interface 

A good user interface is very important in this project, because a good one can improve 

the program’s usability.  

 

(a) Query panel          (b) Search panel        (c) Result panel 

Figure 3.12 Control panel 
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 Select time range 

We provide two text fields for user to input the time. After clicking “OK” button in 

“Result panel”, a dataset which meet the time condition will be downloaded and then be 

visualized. (Figure 3.12-a) 

 

 Show article’s information 

When user uses mouse to select one article in the views, the article’s relevant information 

will be showed in “TextArea” (Figure 3.12-c). 

 

 Show author’s information 

When user uses mouse to select one author in the views, the author’s publication will be 

showed in “TextArea” (Figure 3.12-c). 

 

 Hyperlink 

If DiVA offers a URL with one article, and when user selects that article, a hyperlink will 

be created and user can link to the web page by click that hyperlink (Figure 3.12-c). 

 Search article by author 

User can input the name of author and program can create the views which only have this 

author’s publication and his/her partner. The implementation of this part is seeding a 

query to DiVA then downloads and visualizes a new dataset. 

In this part we do not travel the hashmap and check every article, but change the link 

and download a new dataset from DiVA (Figure 3.12-a). 

 

 Search author in one dataset 

User can input the name of author in the “TextField” in the “Search panel”, then this 

author and his publication, co-author will be highlighted (Figure 3.12-b). 

 

 Scroll bar 

Because when we add the view program in JScrollPane, the scroll bars do not work, so 

use “Jslider” to instead the “JScrollPane”. As shown in Figure 3.13, one is sideway 

slider, another is vertical slider.  

                                  

Figure 3.13 Scroll bar 
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4. Use Case 

In this chapter, some examples are used to display how to use this tool and the tool’s 

functionality. 

4.1 Initial GUI 

When user wants to try to use this widget, firstly need to connect to the server, and it will 

display such a view in Figure 4.1: 

 

Figure 4.1 Initial GUI View  

 

We can see the view of our widget can be divided into two parts, left part is used to show 

the Main View, and right part is Control Panel. 

4.2 Publication Visualization View 

 

Figure 4.2 The Publication Network 
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When pressing the “OK” button, we can see in Figure 4.2, the publications are 

represented by circles in the center part of the circle. Authors are represented by small 

dots at the circle surrounding the publications. Different colors mean different types. User 

can check which type each color refers to at the top left corner. Each publication may 

have several authors, and each author may have several publications. We use lines to 

connect authors and their publications. Here, there are more than 200 publications and 

more than 300 authors. 

   Users might get insight into the detail immediately after loading the data. For instance, 

if the author who has the most lines connect to, means he or she is the most productive 

author; if one author has a line connects to a red rounds, means he had gotten a bachelor 

or master degree here. 

   User can also do lots of operation on the view directly to help us get more information 

he or her concerns.  

4.2.1 Selecting Publication  

When user clicks one publication, other publications will fade out, only this publication, 

its authors and the lines between them will be highlighted. The highlighted authors will 

be shown in green color.  

   Click “Result” panel. It will show the authors of this publication in the lower message 

box, and the information of this publication in the upper “TestArea”. The message in the 

lower “List” can be pressed to select co-authors, see Figure 4.3. 

 

 

Figure 4.3 View showing one selected publication 

Between the two containers, we can see two links. One is connecting to some 

professional publication website, another one is connecting to publications’ database in 

Linneaus University. All thesis publications can be found on DiVA portal to download. 

For other publications, users can check only details about that specific publication. Here 
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we select a publication has these both links. When clicking them, the user can get into the 

website and see such interfaces, see Figure 4.4 and 4.5. 

 

Figure 4.4 Linneaus University publication databases [11]      

 

  Figure 4.5 A professional publication website [3] 

4.2.2 Selecting author 

When the user clicks one author, this author will be highlighted in red color. His or her 

publications will be highlighted, but all other publications will fade out. All of his or her 

co-authors will be highlighted in green. 

   This author’s publications’ titles will be listed in the lower “List” of the Result panel. 

Users can click these titles to do further selection. The personal information of this author 

will be shown in the “TextArea”, see Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6 View showing one selected author. 

4.2.3 Select publications according to their type. 

Publications can be divided into 4 types. They are student thesis, PHD thesis, conference 

paper, and others. See the top left corner of the view in Figure 4.7. If user clicks one of the 

icons of the four types, the publications which belong to this type will be selected. For 

example, I clicked the yellow one which represents conference paper. 

 

Figure 4.7 Only conference papers are selected 

 

Authors can be divided into 3 types. They are DFM/MSI of LNU, Affiliated Author 

and Unaffiliated Author. See the top left corner of the view in Figure 4.8. If user clicks 

one of the icons of the three types, the authors who belong to this type will be selected. 

The publications which do not belong to these authors will be faded out. For example, we 
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pressed the purple dot which represents unaffiliated author.  

 

Figure 4.8 Only Unaffiliated Authors are selected. 

4.2.4 Show all publications and authors. 

Look at the top left corner of the view in Figure 4.8. “All” is used to show all publications 

and authors. For example, after getting the view of Figure 4.6, when a user presses “all”, 

the view will go back to Figure 4.2. 

4.3 Control Panel 

Control panel is a place to realize the functions of querying, searching and showing 

results in words or links. In this section we will introduce several examples for each 

function separately to give users detailed knowledge about how to use this control panel. 

4.3.1 Query 

If a user wants to search the publications from 2007 to 2010, just input “2007” in the left 

box of “Year” and 2010 in the right box of “Year”. If one just enters the year in left box 

that means selecting publications at and after this year; if one just enters the year in right 

box that means selecting publications at and before this year. If the user does not enter 

any date, it will default to select form all date. 

   It is easy to see that “Author” box is used to search according authors’ names. For 

example, if users want to search “Kerren, Andreas”, they enter “Kerren” or “Andreas” or 

“Kerren, Andreas”, each of the words can search him out, but the first two methods will 

search out all the people whose names contain the word, no matter whether it is family 

name or first name. So, if you know the entire name, please input the entire name. 

   “Free Text” box can search the content which contain the character that be inputted to 

it. For instance, users search “aa” in “Free Text”, no matter it is authors, supervisors or 

even the titles of publications or departments of authors, if it contains character “aa”, it 

will be selected out, and be transformed into a view, see Figure 4.9. 
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Figure 4.9 Search “aa” in Free Text 

 

   When the user clicks “OK” button, only the content which satisfied all the three 

requirements can be selected. If the box is empty, it will be default to be no limitation. For 

example, we want to search the publications which published between 2008 and 2010, 

and include “Kerren, Andreas” as the author, and be contributed by “Ilir”, see Figure 

4.10. 

 

Figure 4.10 Publications published between 2008 and 2010, authors include 

“Kerren,Andreas” and “Ilir” also contributed to it. 

 

“Zoom in and Zoom out” slider and two buttons which have “+” and “-” on it 

separately is used to magnify or minify the view. They have the same function, if users 

press the “+” button or “-”, the slider will move with it, see Figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.11 Zooming in 

 

To Consider that zooming in will lead to part of the view beyond the screen, we can use 

vertical scroll bar and horizontal scroll bar to move the canvas, see Figure 4.11. 

4.3.2 Search 

Search panel is much simpler than query panel, see Figure 4.12. 

 

Figure 4.12 Search panel 

 

If users want to search one author’s publications, just enter the author’s name and press 

“ok”. Here I take “kerren” as an example, see Figure 4.13. 
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Figure 4.13 Search Kerren’s publications. 

 

As shown, the author who is searched is in red color, and all his publications, partners and 

lines between them are highlighted. His partners are highlighted in green color. In the 

JList, Kerren’s publications are listed. If users click one publication in the JList, for 

example the first one, this publication will be highlighted and also its authors and lines 

between them see Figure 4.14. 

Figure 4.14 highlight the first publication and its authors. 

4.3.3 Result 

In result panel, there are “TextArea”, “List” and two links, see Figure 4.15. 
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Figure 4.15 Result Panel 

 

If user clicks one author in the Main View, his or her personal information like name, 

personal ID, university, department and so on will be displayed in the “TextArea”, and the 

“List” below will display the authors’ publications’ titles. Notice that the messages in the 

“List” can be pressed. Here we pressed the first publication, and you will find the 

information about this publication is displayed in the “TextArea”, but the author of this 

publication is displayed in the lower box, see Figure 4.16. 

 

Figure 4.16 Press the first publication in the “List”. 

 

   No matter it is publication title or author name in the “List”, it can be selected. If it is 

author, after pressing it, the author’s publications will be displayed in the lower box and 

the author’s information will be displayed in the “TextArea”; if it is publication, after 
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pressing, the names of its authors will be displayed in the “List” and the publication’s 

information will be also shown in the “TextArea”. In Figure 4.16, if we press the first 

author called “Jusufi, Ilir”, we will see such a view, see Figure 4.17 

 

 

Figure 4.17 Selecting the first author’s name called “Jusufi Ilir”. 

 

   As shown, “TextArea” shows his personal information, and the “List” shows his 

publications. The visualization view will show him, his publications and his co-authors. 
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5 Implementation 

In this chapter, we will discuss about how to download data from DiVA (in section 5.2), 

how to parse the data (in section 5.3) and our data structure (section 5.3.5), and how to 

solve those challenges in visualization (in section 5.4). Before we talk about these, we 

will briefly introduce how to use the software-Processing we used in our implementation. 

So, what is Processing? “Processing is an open source programming language and 

environment for people who want to create images, animations, and interactions. Initially 

developed to serve as a software sketchbook and to teach fundamentals of computer 

programming within a visual context, Processing also has evolved into a tool for 

generating finished professional work.”[2]    

Processing mainly provides “setup()” and “draw()” functions to draw picture. 

“setup()” runs one time, so it is usually used to draw static picture like background. 

While “draw()”executes continuously with high frequency, which means we can take 

advantage of it to give people a illusion of movement by quickly change the coordinates 

of objects. For example, we will use the follow program to draw a dynamic picture: 

 

Figure 5.1 Processing program 

 

   Here, we set the size of the canvas to be 400 pixels’ width and 200 pixels’ height. 

Then we use “draw()”to draw a line, the X-coordinate of which is the variable “i”. 

When “draw” executes over and over, “i” will growth continuously, which leads the line 

move from the left side of the screen to the right, see Figure 5.2:  

 

Figure 5.2 moving line 
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5.1 Analyze CSV file 

The CSV is provided by DiVA. It is about article and article’s related information, for 

instance author, publication data, type and so on; the total number is 52. Two different 

articles are separated by two double quotation marks. Different related information or 

called attribute are separated by one comma and two quotation marks surround this 

comma. Different authors are separated by semicolon. 

5.2 Connect program to DiVA  

Why our programs need to connect with DiVA? Consider DiVA may update its database 

at any time and our project will be published on line, so that our program should not use 

the CSV file which has been downloaded on the hard disk, but should connect directly 

with DiVA.  

5.2.1 Create link 

On the DiVA’s “Create link feeds” [1] page, you must input several keys information, for 

example, the university’s name and the major’s title. Click “OK” after that. And DiVA 

will offer a link for downloading. But here we have a problem: Växjö University has 

change its name into Linnaeus University, but on DiVA, Växjö University and Linnaeus 

University exist at the same time (it also leads another problem that we will explain in 

section 5.3.4). And, if users just select one of the universities, the information is 

incomplete, which means we must select both of them.  

At first, we change the URL: “organisationId: 4853”, one part of the download link, to 

“organisationId:(4853OR1444)”. We found this link works perfect on the browse, but in 

Java, nothing had been downloaded. Afterward we discover that the browse will change 

the URL: “4853OR1444” into “1444%20OR%204853” automatically, but Java can’t. So, 

the effective URL is “organisationId:(1444%20OR%204853)”. The final link is: 

http://www.diva-portal.org/dice/csvAll?query=+organisationId:(1444%20OR%204853)

%20+subjectId:401&start=0&rows=500&sort=author_sort%20asc 

5.2.2 Download CSV 

As an Academic Archive On-line system, DiVA provides “Create link feeds” that can 

offer a link to download the CSV file base on user’s query. And, our program uses the 

URL class and BufferedReader to get the information from DiVA.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.diva-portal.org/dice/csvAll?query=+organisationId:(1444%20OR%204853)%20+subjectId:401&start=0&rows=500&sort=author_sort%20asc
http://www.diva-portal.org/dice/csvAll?query=+organisationId:(1444%20OR%204853)%20+subjectId:401&start=0&rows=500&sort=author_sort%20asc
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Code:     

 

Code interpretation:   

In CSV file, different article are separated by two double quotations, such as 

“2010-06-07”“206842”. “2010-06-07” is one article’s “LastUpdated”, and “206842” is 

another article’s “PID” (publication ID). And mark “$” is used to separated two 

contiguous articles so that in String “k” the data is “2010-06-07”$“206842”. String x is 

the link. Integer “i” is a static variable used to count the number of articles.  

5.3 Parsing and Data manipulation 

After getting the information from DiVA, we must extract information which will be 

used. In our design, the article’s authors, title, publication data, URL, NBN, PID (being 

used to search article in DiVA) and public type will be used in our program. So our 

parsing program will split this information out by delimiters, like parentheses, square 

brackets, double quotation and comma.  

5.3.1 Extracting single article 

At the beginning, the whole information is stored in the string “L” (contiguous articles are 

separated by mark “$”). First, we use “substring ( )” function to extract single article, 

and store them in the array “parse1”. 

5.3.2 Extracting useful information 

We use “split ( )” function to split string, and then store the information what we need 

in array “parse2”.  
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Figure 5.3 PID and author 

As shown in Figure 5.3, “342979” is a PID, publication ID, and "Kerren, Andreas” is 

author. Every attribute is separated by a comma and two double quotations surround this 

comma, and we have to know the location of every attribute that stored in array “k” first. 

After the counting artificially, we know that author locates at k[1], title is the k[2], 

publication type is k[3], URL is k[22], NBN is k[28] and publication year is the 

k[14]. And k[0] is PID, k1[1] is the PID which has remove the double quotation. 

 

Code: 

 
   But, because one article may have two or more authors, we have to parse author again 

and store author in a new two-dimension array “Name”.  

 

Code:    

   

 

Code interpretation:   

In the CSV file the different authors are separated by semicolon, such as “Mario, 

Albrecht;Kerren, Andreas”, so that use “split()” function to split string by semicolon 
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5.3.3 Internal data storage 

Now we can get the information by traversing those two arrays. However, there are 

several shortcomings:  

 We have to traverse two arrays at the same time. 

 Because one author may have several publications, so the repetitive content exists                         

 The memory must provide a special and consecutive area for creating array, which  

will reduce the efficiency of using memory space. 

 

We use a HashMap instead array to solve these problems. Firstly, the program provides a 

unique hashcode for one information which is in one article, then storing information in 

the hashmap “resource” by use the hashcode. In our program all the information (title, 

author, url, publication year and publication type) are stored in “resource”. The code of 

storing title, publication year and publication type are similar.  

 

Code: 

 

5.3.4 Combining the repetitive author 

Because some human errors, such as author forgot to input their whole information or 

update the old ones in the DiVA, the data in CSV is not regular. For example there are 

three professors Kerren (as show in Figure 5.4), but actually they are the same person. 

Otherwise, the data include the old Växjö University and the new Linnaeus University, so 

the program will judge one person as two or more people! The only solution is using 

personal ID to be primary key, but unfortunately that some authors forgot to input their 

personal ID. 

 

 

Figure 5.4: Three Kerren, in Växjö university with personal ID, in Linnaeus with ID 

and in Linnaeus doesn’t have ID 
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Figure 5.5: One person with repeated information 

    

   We do not have any perfect solution for this problem. And for decreasing the errors as 

more as possible, we first check the personal ID. If there is no ID we will check the name. 

But this method has a hidden trouble: If two people with the same name are working in 

the same department in the same university and one guy forgets to input his/her personal 

ID, the program will judge them as one.  

 

Hashmap ID: 

 

            akemsi (Kerren, Andreas’s personal id) 

 

 

 

 

Hashmap name: 

                      Kerren,Andreas 

 

 

 

 

Hashmap Infor: 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6 sketch map 

 

As shown in Figure 5.6, we create three new hashmaps(Infor,ID,name), then use t 

he “hashcode()” function to give every author (just includes the people who has 

additional information except name and surname) a unique hashcode(we call them 

author’s hashcode). Afterwards, we use personal ID and author name, this name include 

both name and surname, as the key to store the author’s hashcode respectively in 

hashmaps “ID” and “name”. But, if an author does not have personal ID, we will only 

store his hashcode in “name”. 

At the same time we use author’s hashcode as key to store information of author in 

hashmap “Infor”. We use “containsKey()” to check whether the ID or name is exist or 

not in the hashmap “ID” and “name”. If it exists, we do nothing. If not, store the author’s 

information in “Infor” (the key is author’s hashcode) and store the author’s hashcode in 

“ID” (the key is personal ID) and “name” (the key is name). So that we can remove the 

repetitive author, for instance we know that in the CSV there are three professors Kerren 

(they are same person with different information) and after we store the first Kerren the 

10030500 

10030500 

Whole information of Kerren,Andreas 
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other two will use the first Kerren’s information. 

Otherwise, we use “try, catch” function to judge whether the author is a person who has 

information that can prove he/she is working or studying in Lnu (This information we 

call it additional information, it includes the university name, department and faculty; as 

shown in Figure 5.7) .  

 
Figure 5.7: The information of one author 

 

When we use “split()” to split author’s information by comma, then store the 

information which has been split in a array. If author has additional information the 

third element of array should be the university’s name, but if author does not have 

additional information the third element is “null” and a “nullpointexception” will be 

thrown.   

The next step is to combine the repetitive author. At first, we check the personal ID. If 

this author has personal ID, the program will use this personal ID to get the author’s 

hashcode and then get the author’s information. Afterward use the author’s hashcode as a 

key to store the author’s information in hashmap “resource”. If the author doesn’t have an 

ID, we have to compare the name and combine them.  

Then we check whether the author have been store in “name” or not. If he/she has, 

we compare the author’s whole name and combine (the process is the same as deal with 

author who has ID). If not, we will store this author in the hashmap “Resource” directly. 

5.3.5 Date Structure  

Program will provide a unique hashcode to every title, author, URL, publication type and 

publication date. Afterward we create a string by use those hashcode, and use several 

special marks to separate different attributes. 

“A”: mean the hashcode is authors.  

“U”: URL’s hashcode.  

“P”: publication type’s hashcode.  

“D”: publication year’s hashcode. 

“T”: Title’s hashcode. 

    

The following is one element in parse2[j][1]. 

   -770653127T-388656740U0D-1611050409A-511509699A323460424A1550574020  

The letter is the separate mark; numbers are the hashcode that represent different 
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information. 

   And then give a unique hashcode to every element in parse2[j][1], these hashcode 

are not provided by hashCode()function but manually, the hashcode is from 1 to i (the 

number of articles).  

   But, how to get the information from the HashMap? Use the spilt function to cut the 

string. For example, we want to know the title of this article “-770653127T-38865674 

0U0D-1611050409”.  

k = “-770653127T-388656740U0D-1611050409”; 

String[] c = k.spilt(“T”); 

   The c[0] is “-770653127”, now we have get the hashcode for this article’s title. The 

next step is use the get() function to take information from HashMap.   

String title = resource.get(Integer.parseInt(c[0]) 

//resource is the HashMap 

   And now the string “title” stores the title of this article. 

5.4 Implementing Visualization and GUI components 

5.4.1 Connect authors to their publications. 

We want to connect authors with their publications by line. First we take out an author to 

judge whether he or she writes one publication. If he did, we draw a line to connect them, 

if not, do nothing, then we compare it with the next publication till go over all of the 

publications, and do the same to all authors. So we finish the connection from all the 

authors to all of their publications.    

 

Code to judge whether the author have written the publication: 

 

 

 

Code interpretation: 

Here, we firstly parse the information in hashmap, to select all the authors of one 

publication and store them in an arraylist called “temparray2”. In the “for” loop, all 

authors’ hashcodes of one publication will be traversal, for judging whether this author is 

involved in it. If he is, it means the author has written the publication, so we will connect 

the author with this publication by line.  
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5.4.2 Spring effect 

Code of spring effect: 

 

Code interpretation:   

If mouse pressed one publication, the number of this publication will be recorded in 

“recordpublish”. This publication will move with the movement of mouse, because the 

center’s coordinates of this publication will be set as the coordinates of mouse, in other 

words users can drag the publication. 

Code of spring effect: 

 

Code interpretation: 

This code is used to make publications move like springs. “springcoe” is elasticity. 

“x1[i]” and “y1[i]” are the coordinates of original center;  “x[i]” and “y[i]” are the 

present coordinate of center. So we can see that, farther the round to the original place, 

greater the acceleration speed is. The speed of the movement equals to previous speed 

pluses accelerate speed then multiples 0.95. That is because we suppose that there are 5 

percents resistance needed to be subtracted. “x[i]” and “y[i]” change their value with 

speed in x-axis direction and y-axis direction, and will at last return to the original value 

and rounds will stop at the original place. 
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5.4.3 Highlight  

How to highlight the dots, rounds and line is the hardest and most complex part in the 

visualization. We will talk about each necessary function and how did we realize it. Let’s 

illustrate the program part by part. 

 

 Highlighting the lines between publications and authors  

Code: 

 

 

Code interpretation: First we should know in which situation the line should be 
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highlighted:  

 At the beginning, all lines are highlighted. 

 A publication is pressed, the lines between this publication and authors will be 

highlighted. 

 When an author is pressed, the lines between this author, his co-authors and this 

author’s publications will be highlighted. 

 When user is searching on author, the author and his publications will be 

highlighted. 

 When mouse is not pressing any place, all the lines will keep the previous color. 

 

 

 Highlight publications 

Code of highlighting publications (take student thesis as an example): 

 

Code interpretation:  

If a line is highlighted, the publication which is connected to it will also be highlighted. 

So just record the corresponding publications in array “keeppublish”. 

 

 

 Highlight authors 

Code of highlighting authors (take authors who belong to DFM Department as an 

example): 
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 Highlighting authors’ names 

Code: 

 

 

Figure 5.8 Overturn of authors’ name 

 

Code interpretation: 

We can see Figure 5.8. When name is at the right half circle, the name has the same color 

of the dot. When name is at the left half circle, the name will be overturned to make it 
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more readable. 

5.4.4 Scroll bar 

When the horizontal scroll bar is dragged, the volume of movement will be converted to 

“scrollx” and the volume of movement of vertical scroll bar will be converted to 

“scrolly”. By using the function:  

 
The whole canvas will move with the scroll bar. 

But we should notice that, when the canvas moves, the coordinates will also change, so 

some functions and judgments requirement should be adjusted.  For example: 

 

 

 

Here we just give some examples, there are not all the changes, but we can see that a lot of 

calculations add or subtract “scrollx” or “scrolly”. 

5.5 Publishing on line 

As we said in the beginning, we will publish our program to the internet. The tool 

should run in web browsers. So we should make our program to be applet, because 

applet can run in web browsers using the JVM (Java Virtual Machine). But if we add 

the applet in the HTML directly, a “java.security.AccessControlException” will be 

thrown. The reason of this exception is because “Applets are started automatically by 

the browser after it downloads and displays a page.” [12] And for the security reason, 

JVM on the browsers will not allow the applet to access the local resource or the 

internet resource. There are three solutions to solve this problem. 

 

 Change the JVM’s security policy to give the applet all permission, but this solution 

has a problem, because we have to change the security policy in every client 

machine. 

 

 Sign the applet; create a digital certificate, it includes the digital signature and 

where this applet came from, to sign this applet. And when user want to run the 

applet, the browsers will pop-up windows and ask user to trust this program or not. 
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Figure 5.9 Warning windows (This picture is in Swedish, “Kör” means run, “Avbryt” 

means cancel) 

 

As show in Figure 5.9, warning windows will be shown before running the applet. And 

if the user clicks “run”, the applet will run. 

 

 The third solution is to use both change the security policy and sign applet, but as 

we discuss on the above, we cannot change the security policy in every client so 

that we cannot use this solution either. 

At last, we decided to adopt the second solution. 
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6 Conclusion and Future work 

This chapter is to conclude the whole thesis and also to discuss the work which should be 

done in the future. 

6.1 Conclusion 

Chapter 1 introduces the motivation, goal and objective of this project. Chapter 2 and 3 

belong to theory part, we introduced the InfoVis Reference Model, related material we 

referred and the visualization method we used in our design. We also trace the process of 

making plan of this project. We had made two initial plans, by analyzing and comparing 

their advantages and disadvantages, and select the most suitable one. 

In chapter 4 and 5 belong to practical part, it includes Use Case which is used to tell 

user how to operate this widget and Implementation which introduces how to realize all 

these functions in code step by step. We introduce the challenge and problem we had met 

and introduce the process of solving them is aim to help reader absorb experience.  

Until the last step of our program, we have realized the searching and querying 

functions, and users can get accurate information they want both in forms of words and 

views. The program has been noted at each line of code. And compare with searching 

article in DiVA directly, our tool is friendly and can show more information about the 

author, for example from the views (see Figure 6.1) user can know who has written the 

most articles. In a nutshell, the program satisfies the goal. While there are still some bug 

exist, and we may use more efficient method to replace the old one. Since the bugs 

existing in DiVA’s, the “repeated author” cannot be solved by a perfect solution for the 

time being. 

 
Figure 6.1 Whole view 
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6.2 Future work 

 There are some bugs needed to be corrected. For instance, the DiVA can not 

distinguish publications which have colon in the titles, that lead to users couldn’t 

search publications with a colon in it. Some authors don’t have or forget to put the 

personal ID in DiVA database, so that sometimes the software will take different 

authors who have same names as one person.  

 The data structure is complex, if we want to get the useful information, we must cut 

the strings. It will spend lot of time, and slow the speed of running. So, we need to 

improve the data structure. 

 In order to improve the operability, we will build a friendlier and beautiful user’s 

interface after receiving the advices of user and supervisors. 

 We will rich the functions to make it more powerful at querying and searching. For 

example we want the software tells user how many partners the author which is 

clicked by user has without counting one by one by the users selves.  
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